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1. Problem 3 on page 236 (Multiple KDC Domains)
let me talk to KDC A

KDC A

KDC A generates KaC
KA-C {talk to Alice; use key

KaC }

KDC C generates KaB
KB -C {talk to Alice at A; use key

KaC {use key KaB }

KaB }

KDC B

let me talk to Boris

Boris

Alice

let me talk to KDC B

KDC C

KAlice {use key KaC }

KDC B generates Kab
KBoris {talk to Alice at A;
use key
Kab }

KaB {use key Kab }

2. Problem 2 on page 255 (Eavesdropping)
Let r be the no. of passwords in the list, q be the no. of passwords re-quested on each
login, and s the no. of logins that have been eavesdropped on. Then the probability that
the eavesdropper knows all q passwords for the next login is approximately [1 − (1 − q/r)s ]q .
For q = 1, the probability is roughly 1 − e−s/r . For values of s for which this probability
is reasonably small, say s < r/k for some reasonably large k, the probability for q << k is
about (q/k)q , so using a larger q is advantageous. For example if r = 100 and s = 10, then
the probability that the eavesdropper will know all the passwords is 0.10 for q = 1, but 0.01
for q = 5.
3. Problem 2 on page 288 (Mutual Authentication)
Trudy cant impersonate Alice since Alice must prove knowledge of the secret before Bob will
encrypt anything. However it should be possible for Trudy to impersonate Bob.
4. Problem 5 on page 288 (Three-way mutual authentication protocol)
No. An eavesdropper can replay Alice’s messages at any time. If Bob can’t remember his
current challenge, he won’t know that the challenge response is to a previous challenge.
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5. Problem 6 on page 289 (Modified mutual authentication protocol)
No. Due to the possibility of a replay attack as mentioned above.
6. Problem 7 on page 289 (Timestamp based mutual authentication)
Any timestamp older than 10min. is considered to have expired, and will thus be treated as
invalid.
7. Problem 8 on page 289 (Two message authentication protocol)
Alice picks a session key K and sends along a timestamp T . She encrypts K with Bob’s
public key and signs the entire message. Bob responds with the timestamp encrypted with
K:
Alice−→ Bob : [{K}Bob , T ]Alice
Bob−→Alice : K{T }
Bob knows it’s Alice from the signature and timestamp. Alice knows it’s Bob because only
he can decrypt K.
8. Problem 12 on page 289 (Fancy telephone wiretapping)
Active Man-in-the-middle attack
Alice→Bob (but captured by X) : I’d like to talk to you. g SA = 8389
X → Bob : I’d like to talk to you. g SX = 5876
Bob→ Alice (but captured by X) : So pleased to talk to you. g SB = 9267
X→Alice : So pleased to talk to you. g SX = 5876
Shared key between Alice and X is KAX = 5876SA = 8389SX
Shared key between Bob and X is KBX = 9267SX = 5876SB
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